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ACROSS
1 Excerpt from a Pink Floyd song - it keeps
notes together (5, 4)
6 Staples in western movies: heroic actions, in
part (5)
9 We left in the middle of Bronx cheer for
diamond authority (7)
10 A pop precedes abrupt kind of engine trouble
(7)
11 Gushing Mexican river to America (7)
12 Edited article on musical performance (7)
13 Metal worker embraces a Minnesota senator
(4, 5)
15 Father Flanagan's ultimate temptress (5)
16 Premieres of Analyze This, Snake Eyes, and
Dazed and Confused (2, 3)
19 It's used in a bunker on southern and western
border (4, 5)
22 Tragic character chosen before scoundrel,
almost (7)
23 Slam captivates folks at Citi
Field (7)
25 Commercial accessory for a
golfer's coach (7)
26 Start of argument: “Buddy, you
are not an expert” (7)
27 Sample of census analysis
from Senator Collins (5)
28 Actress in Milk seen around
top-notch British college prior
to the start of shooting (4, 5)
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Barely perceptible annoyance around
Australian city (5-4)
Upon change of leader, rattles produce capital
in South America (7)
Charlie Sheen's group of stars (7)
Mutated lab mice consuming an unequal
proportion (9)
Flier in a bar put up, violating Wales' business
policies (5, 4)
App with many shots of hot pair of horny males
(9)
Case of scotch and Sprites on convenience
store furniture (7)
A rat is mischievously close to Anderson
Cooper, for one (7)
Recovered now, literally? (3, 4)
Doctor and I opening blood vessel in oldfashioned theater (5-2)
Shot every last bit of court action, for short
(1-4)
Wise guys overheard bit of baby talk - sneaky
scheme (5)

DOWN
1 Sticky situation arising for
unfailing military official (5)
2 Start of a waxing and massage
on women (3, 4)
3 Amber and Jasmine shout
smart comments? (7)
4 Large chests of songbirds (5)
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